
THE HOLY KILLER V1.0

 GOOD
Kill someone important, powerful,  or influential in order to 
protect the innocent or helpless.

 CHAOTIC
Kill an innocent in order to show teach a community an 
important lesson about death and rebirth

 EVIL
Kill an innocent in order to demonstrate the power and 
supremacy of Death over all things.

 HUMAN
When you spout lore or discern realities about death or the 
manner in which something died, take a +1

 VANYARA
When you parlay using fear and terror as leverage, treat a 7-9 as 
10+, but 6- always results in something very bad happening.

 GUHYAKA
When you use Divine Ward on someone else, you also take +1 
Forward.

Others may start with bonds to you, but you do not start with any
bonds to anyone but Death.  You may acquire bonds under 
special circumstances (see “Invoke Death” and “The Creed”).

Sneak Attack
When you attack a surprised or defenseless enemy with a melee weapon, you can 
choose to deal your damage or roll +DEX.  On a 10+ choose 2.  On a 7-9 choose 1.
 You don't get into melee with them
 You deal your damage +1d6
 You create an advantage of +1 forward to you or an ally acting against this opponent.
 Reduce their armor by 1 until they repair it.

Rummel
You are practiced with the rummel, the strangling cord of your faith.  As long as you are 
not stripped naked you will always have a strangling cord with you.  When you sneak 
attack a defenseless or surprised enemy with your rummel, add the following to your 
choices:

• The target is still considered defenseless only for the purpose of allowing you to 
continue using sneak attack.

Cover Identity
Choose a starting move from any other class.  This is your cover identity.  You gain the 
starting gear of your cover identity.

Divine Ward
When you call upon Death to protect you or an ally spend 1 Power roll +WIS.  On a 10+ 
grant two of the following to yourself or your ally.  On a 7-9 grant 1, and you draw 
unwanted attention.

• Heal 1d8 damage
• Take +2 armor forward
• Take +1 Forward to Defy Danger
• Roll to turn undead as though you were a cleric of your level

Fanatic
The strength of your beliefs drives you.  When you deal a living, intelligent creature a fatal
blow roll +WIS.  On a 10+ choose 3.  On a 7-9 choose 1 :
 You gain 1 Power, to a maximum of 3 Power
 It answers one question as though you had discerned realities
 You gain +1 forward
 Your action does not unsettle your companions and allies

 

Race/Background

Human Names (Male):  Abdullah, Rana, Bappi, Tuhin, Tirtho, Maruf, Rashed, Mithun
Human Names (Female):  Kanta, Nahar, Disha, Orfa, Chadni, Shuli, Ojana, Samreen
Guhyaki Names (Male):  Bhuwan, Jai, Jul, Sompel, Hernal, Dorji, Kini, Kencho
Guhyaki Names (Female): any male name with “Tai” prefix, Khawae, Jarnyang, Chimi
Vanyara Names (gender neutral):  Holder of Teachings, Powerful Speech, Great Value
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Alignment/Drive

Eyes:  troubled, dead, mischievous, kind, friendly, distant
Hair:  per cover identity
Clothing per cover identity
Body per cover identity
Hero Mark:  black skin, eyes of flame, ghostly aura



Your load is 7+STR.  You start with the starting gear of your cover identity, 
plus a rummel (hand, 0 weight)

When you gain a level from 2-5, choose from these moves.

 FLICK OF THE WRIST
When you use a rummel for a sneak attack, do an additional d6 damage.

 PREDATOR
Choose a non-multiclass move from the same class as the move you chose 
from Cover Identity.  Consider yourself to be one level lower then 
determining which moves you have access to.

 INVOKE DEATH
You have fully dedicated yourself to Death.  When you call for Death's aid in
times of need, spend 1 Power and roll +WIS.  On a 10+ Death blesses you:  
choose one:

• Death grants a +1 Forward the target's Last Breath roll
• Death allows you to command undead
• Death allows you +1 ongoing to Hack and Slash until the end of 

the combat.  This effect does not stack with itself
• Death inflicts the target with -1 ongoing to Hack and Slash until 

the end of the combat.
On a 7-9 as above, but Death also requires something.  Choose 1:

• Your invocation is obvious and immediate, and draws attention to 
you

• There is a delay in manifesting
• Death demands something in return, either of you or the target or 

both.  The GM will give you details
• Your close brush with Death leaves you ecstatic (or disoriented). 

Take -1 ongoing until you rest and settle yourself.
• You must form a bond with another character.  If you already have 

bonds with all the other characters you may not select this choice

 DEATH'S PROTECTION
When you wear no armor and carry no shield, you have 2 armor.

 THE CREED
You have sworn to abide by a rigid code of conduct concerning how you act,
dress, and who is and is not a legitimate target for killing.  Describe your 
creed.  Whenever your obedience to your creed endangers all you hold 
dear choose 1:

• You learn a useful piece of information
• You form a bond with another character
• You gain 1 Power to a maximum of 3.

 DEATH'S GIFT
Your maximum Power increases to 4.

 SILENCE OF THE GRAVE
As long as you are in shadow or darkness, anything you are currently 
touching cannot make noise unless you want it to.

 CAT'S GRACE
You are able to jump three times your height, and can fall a great distance 
without being harmed

When you gain a level from 6-10, choose from these moves or the level 2-
5 moves.

 RUMMEL MASTER
(Replaces:  Flick of the Wrist)
When using a rummel for a sneak attack, you do +1d8 damage.  When 
using any precise weapon, you always deal +1d4 damage.

 DEATH'S ARMOR
(Replaces:  Death's Protection)
When you wear no armor and carry no shield, you have 3 armor.

 HEIGHTENED REFLEXES
(Requires:  Cat's Grace)
You always react first to a perceived threat, and will always finish a task 
requiring manual dexterity before anyone else.

 DEATH'S KISS
When you take damage, you may choose to embrace the pain.  If you do, 
take +1d4 additional damage and +1 forward.

 TOP PREDATOR
Choose an additional non-multiclass move from the same class as your cover
identity.  Consider yourself to be one level lower when determining which 
moves you have access to.

 REAPER
When you take time after a conflict to dedicate your victory to Death and 
deal with the bodies appropriately, take +1 Forward.

 BODYGUARD
You know the best way to get to a target.  When you discern realities on a 
10+ you may ask the question “What would be the most opportune moment 
to strike?” for free. 

 ALCHEMIST
You gain the Brewer and Poison Master moves from the Thief class.

 PREMEDITATED
When you spend an hour or so scoping out an unaware target, you can 
discern realities about the target using +INT and without having to interact 
with the target.

 MURDER
(Requires:  premeditated)
If you take the time to carefully aim an attack against a defenseless or 
unaware target on which you have used Premeditated, your damage is 
maximized.

 


